The mutation rate of the hepatitis B virus (HBV) 
Introduction
The study of the hepatitis B virus mutation rate was first proposed by Okamoto et al. [1] . In their research, they did a mutation analysis on a 54-years old woman who had been an HBV patient for 40 years. They extracted the first and the 40th HBV virus sequences, and presumed that the first and the 40th HBV virus had the same ancestor. Experimental results showed that the mutation rate of the virus ranged from 1.4×10 -5~3
.2×10 -5 per year at a given site. In our past research [2] , we found that the mutation rate per year was 3×10 -3~7 ×10 -3 , different from the results of Okamoto et al. There are three kinds of mutations defined in the "The phylogenetic handbook" [3] . These are fixed mutation, polymorphism, and lost mutation (as shown in Figure 1 ). Fixed mutation occurs over a longterm evolutionary situation. The fixed mutation equation only calculates the mutation over its evolutionary distance. The rate of mutation is called "mutation rate" or "evolutionary rate". When the nucleotides located in some sites change repeatedly over a short time, this situation is called polymorphism. In this situation, the mutation rates observed over the long-and short-term greatly differ. The lost mutation is very critical to the survival of the species as the species dies when the nucleotides in some sites mutate. Our research, based on the JC method [4] , considers the difference between fixed mutation and the polymorphism to derive a new equation for estimating the mutation rate of HBV. In the JC method, Jukes and Cantor set the upper limit of a mutation rate to 0.75. Because, in their method, the probability of any nucleotide changing to another nucleotide is 0.25, every site has three kinds of mutation situations which, although undergoing change, maintain their same nucleotide. So it is that the sum of probabilities for these three situations is 0.75 (= 0.25 x 3). Thus, the upper limit of probability D from the JC method is 0.75, and the average mutation frequency (mutation rate) per site is represented by K (as shown in Figure 2 ). The relation between mutation probability and mutation rate
In our experiment, we proposed to analyze the sequences over four months and to derive an equation that could compute what the mutation rate would be after one year. Then, we observed virus sequences for one year (12 months) to estimate the mutation probability in 40 years time.
Material and Methods
The major contribution of this research is the derivation of an equation to calculate the hepatitis B virus mutation rate for both of the short-term (one year) and the long-term (40 years). Initially, we deemed that the short-term mutation rate would be different from the longterm (40 years) on account that nucleotides located at some sites would change repeatedly within a short period of time, while those at other sites would be more highly conserved and would not change for 40 years. In order to solve this problem, the JC method had to be modified. This proposed modified equation is called the "robust polymorphism equation" (RPE).
JC method
The JC method assumes that probabilities (P) between the transitions of different nucleotides are the same within a given transition matrix. Exponential distribution is applied to calculate the number of mutations (the mutation rate). Thus, the mutation rate can be computed by the following equation.
where d is genetic distance between two sequences. D is the sum of mutation probabilities (D = 3P). t is the evolutionary time between two sequences and their common ancestor (the unit of time is one year). The probability matrix of nucleotides for two sequences is defined as:
The mutation rate matrix of nucleotides at different times is defined as:
The purpose of the JC method is to apply exponential distribution to compute the variation between two sequences sampled at two different times. After calculating the mutation rate of the HBV using the JC method, we were able to compare it with our method.
Robust Polymorphism Equation (RPE)
Okamoto et al. [1] used the first year and the 40th year virus sequences to compute the hepatitis B virus mutation rate, but they did not take repeated mutation (where one site still has the original nucleotide after two or more mutations) into consideration in their research. In our research, the fixed and polymorphism mutations were considered to be different so we computed their mutation rates separately. Based on this assumption, we utilized the sequences that had formed within one year to predict what the mutation rate would be after 40 years.
The difference between transitional and transversional was not large, so we modified the JC method and proposed a new mutation rate equation. The JC method uses data D (mutation probability) to calculate data K (mutation rate or mutation frequency) (as shown in Figure 2 ). In our research, we applied data K to calculate data D. Three parts of the JC method were modified: Part 1: We changed the term 2t into t (time) in the mutation rate per year equation (equation (2)). The definition of mutation rate is the distance between two species, and the distance between two species is the sum of the distances between two species and their common ancestor. Therefore, the time 2t is used to calculate the mutation rate per year between two species [5] , and [6] . In Figure 3 , the mutation rate per year is divided by 2t. The mutation rate per year for the HBV should be considered single species evolution (as shown in Figure 4 ). Okamoto et al. [1] used the first year and the 40th year virus sequences to analyze this; therefore, they presumed that the first and the 40th HBV virus have the same ancestor, so the relationship they depict is that of the ancestors and their posterity. Under this situation, the computation of the mutation rate per year would be divided by t, not by 2t as used in the JC method. 
where 3α is the average of mutation frequencies per site per year. The mutation rate for interval D can then be derived by K: In the evolutionary process, it is more critical that some sites or fragments survive than others as a species would die if these sites were to mutate. However, these mutations would not be easily found in their posterity's sequences. We call this characteristic "highly conversed." For example, the coded region in a DNA sequence is more highly conversed than the non-coded region meaning a higher mutation rate can be found in the non-coded region [7] , [8] , and [9] . In HBV sequences, some sites are not as highly conversed as others. In order to account for "polymorphism" mutation [3] , the highly conversed sites or fragments should be processed separately when computing the mutation rate. In our research, we noted that nucleotides in these sites changed repeatedly within a short time, but we could not compute the real mutation rate by observation over the long-term. Therefore, we propose removing the computation of these sites from the JC method, and calculating them separately. We found that some sites had mutated two or more times within one year, and it is likely that these sites would mutate yet again after a short time. We, therefore, regarded these as undergoing polymorphism mutation. The GeneDoc software tool helped us to analyze the evolution by removing the sites which had the same nucleotides in the same positions. In Figure 6 , we see an example of this. The 66th site had mutated twice, and can thus be seen as polymorphism mutation.
Part 3: There are both high and low conversed sites and fragments in HBV sequences [10] . We modified the upper limit of the mutation rate equation to avoid the influence of highly conversed sites and fragments. The value "4/3" in the nature-log function of the JC method ( is the number of sites which did not have the same nucleotides on all species, [11] and [12] ). The mutation rate equation becomes:
This is our robust polymorphism equation. To evaluate the performance of the derived equation, we adopted HBV sequences from National Cheng Kung University Hospital and compared the performance of the proposed equation (RPE) with that of the JC method.
Experiment
The characteristics of experiment samples are illustrated as follows. 1. Number of the patients: 5 people 2. Number of samples per patient: 12 (once a month for a year) 3. The length of HBV sequence: 3215 Two experiments were designed: 1. We will use HBV sequences observed over four months to estimate what the mutation rate will be after one year.
2. We will use HBV sequences observed over one year to estimate what the mutation rate will be after 40 years.
Results and Discussion
First experiment: We applied the JC method and RPE to estimate the mutation rate after one year by using HBV sequences observed over four months. Results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 6 . In Table 1 , we see that the mutation rate estimated by RPE approximates the real mutation rate observed one year later. Furthermore, the paired t-test used to evaluate the performance shows that there is no significant difference between the results of RPE and the real evolutionary rate (the P-value is 0.322). However, the results of the JC method and the real evolutionary rate reached a significant difference (the P-value is 0.003). We conclude that the proposed RPE equation is more accurate than the JC method for estimating HBV mutation rate over the short time period (one year). Figure 6 . Using HBV sequences observed over four months to estimate what the mutation rate will be after one year
Second experiment: We used HBV sequences observed over one year (12 months) to estimate what the mutation rate would be after 40 years. Results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 7 .
From Table 2 .2×10 -5 ) and those of other early researchers than those calculated by the JC method. The proposed RPE equation can employ data collected over a short period (4 months) to estimate the short-term (one year) mutation rate, and also can use the short-term data (one year) to accurately estimate the long-term (40 years) mutation rate of HBV. Experimental results reveal the robustness and accuracy of the proposed RPE equation. In the future, we will enlarge the sample sizes and observation time to improve the flexibility and accuracy of the proposed equation for estimating the mutation rate of the virus.
